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1. THE QUEST THEME

Greeting guests with Arabic coffee is at the heart of Saudi hospitality. Hospitality is a longstanding tradition amongst the bedu in Arabia. But when did the coffee story originated?
There are several legendary accounts of the origin of the drink itself. One account involves
the Yemenite Sufi mystic Ghothul Akbar Nooruddin Abu al-Hasan al-Shadhili, who observed
birds eating berries having great vitality. When he tried the berries that the birds had been
eating, he experienced the same vitality. Coffee was first roasted and brewed in Arabia. It
made its way to Middle Eastern and Northern African regions during the 15th century, and
later on it traveled to Italy and other European regions as well as to Americas. Today, coffee
is widely consumed across the world, and is especially lauded for its rich taste and tempting
flavor.

In spite of the fact that
consistently alluded to as
Arabic coffee, it is ordered
into two: Al-Gahwa (The
coffee in Saudi dialect) and
Turkish-style coffee. While
Qahwa is readied utilizing
intensely cooked beans,
Turkish coffee is made with
simmered and finely
grounded Arabica coffee
beans. The name of the pot
used to serve “Al-Gahwa” is
called "Dallat al Gahwa". The
coffee is served in a little
measure without a handle
Fig. 1 Arabian coffee and date
known as "finjan". The
individual serving the coffee
fills the finjan around 75% of the way full. The visitor drinks the coffee. The host refills the
glass. This is proceeded until the visitor delicately moves the mug here and there and then
here again showing that he has had enough. It is standard to take a few mugs. Arabic coffee
can be arranged in different ways, yet dependably contains more cardamom than coffee.
Cardamom is called "Hale" in Arabic. Cardamom is extremely lavish and it is said that you
can tell the extent to which you are preferred by the measure of cardamom in the coffee.
Arabic coffee is readied utilizing green coffee beans and is never made with sugar. Generally,
it is presented with dates.
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2. OUTLINES OF THE QUEST

INTRODUCTION
The World Robot Quest (CRQ19) is the first robot competition for females held by Control
Systems and Robotics group at Effat University in 2018. The quest is based on simple pick
and place tasks. The quest is designed to provide students of all ages and levels of study the
opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of manufacturing processes,
controls, robotics, and other technologies through competitive engineering quests.
Students are judged on their application of technology principles, engineering concepts and
their ability to solve real-world problems through a team approach. The World Robot Quest
is specifically designed to test the students’ skills and knowledge in a particular area of
manufacturing, technology, robotics and automation in challenging and fun situation.
The competition has two categories; manual type and automatic type. Any institution may
participate in one or both categories.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The 2018 competition is Saturday, November 24, 2018.
Registration costs:



$ 100.00 per member in each team in institution
$ 200.00 per member in each team in institution, College, or University

Each institution can participate by one or two teams. Each team consists of three students
plus the mentor.

REGISTRATION DEADLINE:
Registration must be received no later than Sunday, February 20th, 2019.
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3. GENERAL COMPETITION
INFORMATION
QUEST CATEGORIES
The WRQ2018 is composed of two basic categories: manual type and automatic type. The
manual type offers a good chance to all students who are interested and have basic skills in
electronics, mechanical and robotics to participate in the quest. The automatic type is
designed to provide students with an opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge in control,
sensors, electronics, mechanical, microcontrollers, and robotics.

TEAM





Each team shall comprise of four (4) members consisting of three (3) students
and one (1) instructor, all from the same university, polytechnic, college, or School.
Only the three (3) students are permitted to enter the Game Field.
Team members must be enrolled in their University/Polytechnic/College/ School at
the time of the international quest. Exceptions to this rule are those who were
enrolled in a University /Polytechnic /College/school at the time of the domestic
quest.
Postgraduate students are not eligible to participate in the competition.

JUDGING






All of the quests are ranked based on the criteria in this manual. Students are judged
on achieving the quest aims, their application of technological principles and
concepts, and their ability to solve difficult problems through a team approach.
During the judging for each quest, only the quest facilitator and judges/officials are
permitted in the designated quest area. Instructors, team advisors, parents and
additional competition attendees are prohibited from entering into the roped off area
of the quest while judging is occurring.
Concerns regarding, or objections to a judge’s ruling must be brought to the attention
of the Director of Quest Judging or Director of Events at the time of the quest
judging. For all quests and special awards, the decisions of the judge(s) are final and
binding.

AWARDS
A big surprise is going to be announced soon.
for each quest the awards are presented to the following levels:
 The first place team
 The second place team
 The third place team
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SAFETY AND LIABILITY












The CRQ19 staff, committee, competition sponsors, competition facilitators and/or
judges/officials may stop the operation of any quest or special award participant if it is
determined that the operation of the entry is hazardous. Such stoppage may disqualify
the participant from that portion of the competition. Each questant is responsible for
his/her own personal safety and safety equipment. The following guidance may help
the participants’’ safety.
Participants must develop, build and practice robot safely under the supervision and
instruction of the university instructor. On the quest day, sufficient safety should be
considered to the staff and the audience in the venue.
As structural measures, securing front view, covering sharp parts or attaching cover to
movable parts, should be considered.
As operational measures, placing emergency staff who can carry out emergency stop
in addition to the operator, avoiding practice alone so that members can immediately
respond to an accident, implementation of various checks, re-examination of practice
environment, keeping the workplace clean and etc., should be considered
As structural measures, re-examination of fuse, wiring of suitable thickness,
attachment position and isolation from combustibles etc., should be considered.
All robots must be built such that they will not harm the operators, the referees, and
match officials, members of the audience, opponent’s equipment and the game
field.
Explosives, fires and hazardous chemicals shall not be used.

DRESS CODE







Our judges and sponsors come from diverse professional organizations and they
expect students to look and act like professionals. For this reason, we ask that you
abide by the following dress code at this event.
Teams are encouraged to develop a team shirt or uniform to wear during the event.
The following attire is not permissible at the CRQ19
1. Jeans
5. Overly baggy clothes
2. Shorts
6. Open toed shoes (safety concerns)
3. Cut-off pants
7. Soiled clothes
4. Torn clothing
Any individual who does not adhere to the above dress code will be asked to comply
or be disqualified from his/her event(s).

ACCESSIBILITY
The WRQ2018 is held at Effat University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. There are hotels located
next to the university such as Holiday Inn. The team is welcomed to use the facilities of Effat
University before the quest starts for training and practicing. However, it is recommended to
inform the university at least one month prior to quest to reserve and prepare the place.
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4.

PARENT/STUDENT AUTHORIZATION
FORM

The CRQ2019 Authorization Form – 2019
CONSENT, RELEASE, HOLD HARMLESS AND AUTHORIZATION TO REPRODUCE
PHYSICAL LIKENESS
This form is required of all minors and adults who attend the WRQ2018. Copies of this
completed form are to be retained and kept on file by minor’s parents, advisors and/or school
administration. It is the responsibility of the advisor to make sure there is a completed form
for each participant and to give a copy to the school administrator if necessary. The
WRQ2018 reserves the right to request a completed copy of this form at any time from the
chapter advisor or state advisor. Do not send this form to The WRQ2018 staff.

As used in Appendix A, EU shall mean Effat University and its officers, directors,
employees, assigns, and agents (including any third party designated and approved by EU) at
any time, including, without limitation, individuals or entities involved in print, publication,
television, broadcast, or video media. As used below, “Participant” shall mean any
individual, student, advisor, teacher, or volunteer involved in an The WRQ2018 activity. The
participation in any The WRQ2018 quest, program, meeting, or conference (collectively, the
“Event”), agrees to the following:
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5.

PROJECT REPORT GUIDELINE

CONTENTS OF THE REPORT
The following format must be used in writing the project report:









Title Page:
Name of Project, Name of School, Name of Instructor / Advisor, Students and
Division of Entry.
Report
Narrative description of project :( Maximum of 5 pages in length containing the
information listed in the rules for each individual quest.)
A statement of the manufacturing task being demonstrated
The design procedures
A description of safety precautions considered for the design, building and operation.
Component list indicating items designed and produced by the team and stock
components.
Prints of cell, logic or program and the design drawing(s) of the entry
Report Submission must be submitted online.
Each team is to submit the Descriptive Report in .pdf format by November 11, 2018
using the link provided on the quest website.

PAGE FORMATS FOR REPORTS.
The following are the specifications for the page formats
 (Margins: Left - 1.5 inches, Right - 0.5 inches, Top and bottom - 1.0 inches
 Page number - Bottom of page, centered
 Font – (Time New Roman)12 point, Section Heading: 16 point, Subheading: 14
points.
 Line spacing - 1.5 lines
 Sections - Start each main section on a new page
 Figures - Figures and tables must be referenced in the text and placed on the page just
after the reference or on the next page by itself. Figures are numbered consecutively
throughout the report, as are tables. Captions for figures should appear below the
figure. Figures should not span pages. Captions for tables should appear above the
table. Tables may span pages, but this should be avoided, if possible. The font of the
caption is 11.
 English and Tense - Use the third person passive voice to write the report. (not me,
not you, but they them,)
 Illegal Words - You may not use the following words and phrases in your report: You,
I, We, Lot, Inputting (Inputted), Outputting (outputted), In order to, Break (Broken)
Down, Break (Broken) Up, Basically.
 Title Page - Use the title page as shown in Appendix (I).
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6.

GAME AND RULES

OUTLINE OF THE QUEST




The first round is the quest of the manual robot, which requires an operator. Two (2)
opposing teams (a Red team and a Blue team) will operate Manual robots. Each
team attempt to :
o get their three coffee cups (Blue or red according to their team color) placed
on a rod to place it in the designated area for each cup in the circular tray in
the middle of the game area. The team may carry the cups one by one or all
together according to their design, and
o get their three dates (Blue or red according to their team color) placed in a
bowl to place them in the designated area for the dates in the circular tray in
the middle of the game area.
The second Round is the quest of the automatic robot, which does not require an
operator. Two (2) opposing teams (a Red team and a Blue team) will operate their
robots. Each team attempt to:
o get one date (Blue or red according to their team color) placed in a bowl to
place them in the designated area for the dates in the circular tray in the
middle of the game area. The robot should follow a path from the destination
place to the arrival place.

GENERAL RULES












Only one robot per team will be allowed in the tournament. Backup robots will NOT
be allowed. Teams found in violation will not be allowed to compete in the
tournament and will forfeit any point accumulations until they satisfy this rule
requirement.
One operator only is allowed in the field with one assistant.
Matches are 10 minutes in length. The match will begin with a 3, 2, 1 countdown,
blow of a whistle, or other sound.
The match will end with a 3-second countdown, blow of a whistle, or other sound.
No time-outs will be allowed for any reason, unless determined by tournament
officials.
All scoring disputes must be settled before the team leaves the field.
Robots must remain in the start box in the player zone and conform to the starting
configuration until the match starts.
Once the match starts the robot can be moved to any location within the player zone
and assume the competition configuration.
Robot attachments and components may extend into the robot zone from the player
zone after the start of the match. Prior to the start of the match, the robot and all
components (attachments, etc.) must be within the player zone.
Stealing or interfering with other player’s game pieces is not allowed and will result
in disqualification from the match.
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Unintentional interference may be possible (robot veering of course, etc.). Referees
will have sole discretion on whether the interference was unintentional or not, and
should reset any game element back to its state prior to the interference. This rule
only applies to game elements belonging to the opposing team
Teams must return all a game elements to the field prior to leaving the game table.
Violation will result in an immediate delay of game penalty

SCORING RULES





The team, which picks up all the three cups and the three dates and place them in the
right spots in the tray, is the winner and the game will be over.
Otherwise, the team, which scores the maximum points at the end of 10 minutes, will
be declared as the winner.
If both team could not finish their tasks completely, the winner who collect more
points is the winner.
The points are explained in the following table:

First round
Picking and placing one cup in the
right spot
Picking each date and placing it in
the right spot
Picking one cup without placing it
in the in the right spot
Picking one date without placing
it in the in the right spot
Hitting or displacing other team’s
items in circular tray
second round
Picking the date
Following the path
while carrying the date
Following the path
without carrying the
date
Putting the date in the
tray after arrival




3 points
2 point
1 point
1 point
-1 point( in all cases)

2 points
6 points
3 points

2 point

In case of tie, the teams who spent less time is the winner.
The referees make all decisions regarding scoring and have final authority during the
competition. Referees will not review recordings of the match.
Students will initial the score sheet indicating that they agree the score is correct.
Once this process happens, there will be no further review of the score.
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Game elements being touched or supported by the robot at the end of the match will
not be scored unless otherwise noted in the game rules, or the robot is in the player
zone

Disqualification
The following behaviors shall be considered for “disqualification of the team” by the referees
for that particular match. 9 points will be deducted from the total score of the disqualified
team for that match.
 Causing or attempting to cause damage to the game field, the equipment on the field,
or the opponent’s robots and the objects such as cups and dates.
 Members of a team touching their own robots intentionally.
 More than one (1) False Start in a match (robots being started before the referee signals
a start.)
 Performing any act against the spirit of fair play and friendship between participating
teams.
 Persistently using the cable to guide or pull the Manual robot will lead to
disqualification from the match.
 Intentionally attacking the opponent’s Manual robot with own Manual robot will lead
to disqualification.
 The team that does not follow the instruction or warning of the Referee will lead to
disqualification from the match.
 Automatic Robot entering the opponent’s Common Area or the space above it will lead
to disqualification.
 However if Autonomous robot moves or falls into the opponent's common zone by
accident it should be removed immediately as per referee's instructions. (The
referee is empowered to determine whether it is an accident or not.) Retry can be
allowed after that.
 Manual Robot or any part of it intentionally entering the opponent’s Common Area or
the space above will lead to disqualification.
 Three violations would lead to disqualification from that match.
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7.

FIELD: STRUCTURE AND
SPECIFICATIONS

Field Specifications









The Field consists of the Game Area and Safety Area (Fig. 2). The field is
symmetrical horizontally and vertically.
The Game Area measures 1,260 cm x 990 cm.
There are two safety areas each measures 990 cm x 135
Yellow lines are drawn on the floor of the Game Area, as shown in Figure 2. Each
white line is 0.30 cm wide. The lines constitute squares of 45 cm length.
In the middle, there is a square tray of dimension 270 cm (length) x 270 cm (width) x
20 cm (height).
The tray is at a distance of 495 cm from the upper edge of the Game Area and 360 cm
from the east edge of the Game Area.
The tray has the red and blue spots where each team places their predefined cups and
the dates. Fig. 3 shows the symbols of the parts used in the field.
The tray in the middle of the field has three blue and three red circular spots of 30 cm
radius for the coffee cups, and one blue and one red oval spots for dates.

Cups’ Specifications
There are three blue cups and three red cups, frustum shaped made of light weight foam of
the following dimensions: 35 cm(top radius) x 20 cm (bottom radius) x 20 cm (height). (Fig.
4 (a))

Dates’ Specifications
There are three blue dates and three red dates, shaped as American football of the following
dimensions: 32.2 x 17.5 x 15 cm, and weight of 326 grams. (Fig. 4(b))

Poles’ Specification
The cylindrical poles where the cups are hung are of 100 cm height and 5 cm radius. In the
bottom of each pole, there is cylindrical base of radius 35 cm and height 20 cm. (Fig. 5)
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Fig. 2 the layout of the field
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Pole where the cups are hung
Dish of dates
Spot in the tray to place the cups

Spot in the tray to place the dates

Fig. 3 symbols of parts used in the field

32.2 x 17.5 x 15 cm,
326 grams
(b)

(a)
Fig. 4 (a) cup dimensions
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(b) date shape

Fig. 5 one pole configuration

8.

ROBOT SPECIFICATIONS

The Manual and automatic robot can move freely in the Game. Robot Start zone is a square
(135 cm x 135 cm) and is located in the corner. There are two (2) Manual robot start zones.
One, colored red, is for the Red team and the other, colored blue for the Blue team. Each
team must design and construct by itself Manual and Automatic robots to compete in
the quest. Each team is permitted to use only one (1) Manual robot and one (1) Automatic
robot.

MANUAL ROBOT





The Manual robot could be operated through a cable connected to it. Operators are
not permitted to ride on their Manual robot.
The cable is connected to the robot must be at least 90 cm above the ground. The
length of the cable from the Manual robot to the control box should at least be 100 cm
or more but not exceed 300 cm.
When in the Manual Starting zone, just before the game begins the size of the
Manual robot cannot exceed (100 cm L x 100 cm W x100 cm H). Once the
game begins, the Manual robot may change its form but the size of the Manual robot
cannot exceed the size of a cube of 150 cm during the game. Manual robot should fit
into a 150 cm cube whose bottom is entirely touching the field and no portion
of the robot should penetrate this imaginary cube during a match.
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Manual robots are not permitted to split into Two (2) or more units at the start of the
game as well as during the game.
Only one (1) member of each team is allowed to control the Manual robot in
the game field.
Team members are not allowed to touch the Manual robot once the game has begun.
Manual robots are not permitted to touch any of the opponent’s Manual robots.
When Manual robots of the opposing teams interfere with each other, the referee will
decide and redirect the robots appropriately.
Space for pasting stickers /tags (by Organizers of the quest) is to be provided on
Manual robot. This space should be the size of 15 cm x 10 cm.

AUTOMATIC ROBOTS



Automatic Robots start from the same start point used by the manual robots.
Every Automatic robot must operate automatically.

Starting up Automatic robots














Only one team member is allowed to start the automatic robot. The second member
can assist in carrying, placing, and aligning the robots.
Each team has 60 seconds to power up its Automatic robots from the time the referee
announces “Power up”.
The Automatic robot could then be “powered up or booted up” and be in a “sleep
mode”.
After the power up time of 60 seconds is over, the referee or announcer will count
down from 5 and the game will start at the end of countdown.
Once the game starts, the Automatic robot should be "started", and the task of starting
all must be completed within 5 minutes from the "start signal".
The Automatic robot must be “started” from the “sleep mode" through a single
operation only.
After all the actions of starting the Automatic Robot are completed or 20 seconds
after the starting signal, the team members responsible for handling and starting
the robots must leave the game field immediately.
Once the Automatic robots start, team members are not permitted to touch the robots
except in the case of “retry”.
The entire set of the Automatic robot of a team should fit within a cube of 100
cm before the game begins and when the robots are in the Automatic Start zone.
Each automatic robot's size and form may undergo a change during the game, but
each robot should fit into a cube of 150 cm hereafter. Each robot should fit
into a 150 cm cube whose bottom is entirely touching the field and no portion
of the robot should penetrate this imaginary cube during a match. In addition,
Automatic robots cannot split or separate into two or more units.
Space for pasting stickers /tags (by Organizers of the quest) is to be provided on all
Automatic robots. This space should be the size of a post card. (15 cm x 10 cm)
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“Retry” of Automatic robots.





For Automatic robots, a “Retry” is permitted once per game for each team.
Automatic Robots granted retry must be started by single operation one by one.
The team members who are responsible for handling and re-starting Automatic
Robots must leave the game field immediately once the action of restarting is
completed or after 60 seconds from a Retry is granted by a referee.
On “Retry”, no parts of the robots should be replaced, power sources of the robots
should not be recharged. One cannot add a power source also.

POWER SUPPLY FOR ROBOTS




Voltage of the electric power supply for robots shall not exceed 24V
DC.
Each team shall prepare its own power supply for all its robots.
A Power supply that is considered dangerous or unsuitable by the quest Committee
shall not be permitted.

Summary Table for Robot Specifications
Power supply
Weight (total)
Size (at start)
Size (after start)
Cable for manual
robot (Lc)
Height of cable
above the ground
Sticker size

≤ 24V DC
≤ 50 Kg (including power sources, cables,remote controller
and other parts)
100 cm L x 100 cm W x100 cm
≤ 150 cm L x 150 cm W x150 cm
100 cm ≤ Lc ≤ 300 cm
≥ 90 cm
15 cm x 10 cm

Number of operator in the field of each team
Number of assistance in the field of each team




one
one

All Manual and Autonomous robots including their power sources, cables, remote
controller, and other parts of each robot shall be weighed prior to the competition.
The total weight of 50kg does not include spare batteries with the same shape, same
weight, and voltage.
Size and weight of each robot will be measured before the competition. Robots
that are not made in conformity with this Rulebook will not be allowed to participate
in the quest.
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Appendix A
Parent/Student Authorization form Safety
I hereby grant to the EU the right to photograph and/or videotape me (my child) during my
participation in an Event. I further grant to EU, forever and throughout the world, the right to
use these photographs and videotapes of my likeness, voice and sounds during my
participation, and to reuse or license the right to such photographs and videotapes of my
participation, and my name, likeness and biography, as EU may desire, in all media and in all
forms and for all purposes, including without limitation, advertising and other promotions for
EU, without further compensation to me or any limitation whatsoever. In granting this
license, I understand that EU is not under any obligation to exercise any of their rights,
licenses and privileges herein granted. Each such photograph and videotape shall be a work
for hire and EU shall be deemed the owner of any copyright and/or trademark rights therein
(and all applications, registrations and renewals resulting there from). If, however, the work
is deemed not to be a work made for hire by a court of competent jurisdiction, then this
Consent and Release to Produce Physical Likeness (“Release”) shall constitute an irrevocable
assignment by the Participant of the worldwide copyright in the work to the EU. It is an EU
policy not to print a minor’s picture accompanied by his/her name unless the EU has obtained
specific permission from his/her parent or guardian.
The undersigned being fully cognizant of the risks in participating in an Event, hereby
assumes the risks of bodily injury (including, without limitation, death) and property damage,
inherent in such participation. Exception fully permitted by applicable laws, I hereby waive
any claims or causes of action which I may now or forever have against the EU arising out of
my participation, and I will indemnify and hold harmless EU against any and all claims
resulting from such participation.
I hereby release EU and its respective successors, affiliates, licensees and assigns from all
claims, demands, liabilities, damages, costs and expenses (including, without limitation,
attorney’s and other professional fees and expenses) that I may now or ever have against the
EU arising in connection with my participation in the Event and EU’s exercise of rights
hereby granted, including, without limitation, claims for compensation, defamation, or
invasion of privacy, or other infringements or violations of personal or property rights of any
sort. In the event I should sustain injuries or illness while involved in an Event, I hereby
authorize EU to administer, or cause to be administered, such first aid or other treatment and
medications I may bring as may be necessary under the circumstances, to include treatment
by a physician of EU’s choice.
This release constitutes the entire agreement among the parties hereto with respect to the
subject matter of this Release and supersedes any and all previous agreements among the
parties, whether written or oral, with respect to such subject matter. I understand that this
form involves a release of legal rights. A parent or guardian agrees to all of these terms on
behalf of a minor.
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Participant’s Name:

________________________________________

Participant’s Signature:

________________________________________

School

________________________________________

Home address:

________________________________________

City:

________________________________________

State, Zip Code

________________________________________

Country

________________________________________

Allergies

________________________________________

Current medication

________________________________________

History of heart condition,

______________________________________________

diabetes, asthma, etc

__________________________________

Physician’s name and telephone

________________________________________

Insurance company and policy

______________________________________________

number

__________________________________

Parent/Guardian’s Name

________________________________________

Signature of Parent/Guardian of

______________________________________________

Minor participant

__________________________________

Minor’s Age

________________________________________

Parent’s phone

________________________________________

Parent’s E_Mail

________________________________________
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